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Subject: German artist introduces his artwork

10 pages +CV

Dear Ladies & Gentlemen,
Please let me introduce myself as the German artist, with samples of my art work and
give you a small insight my working profile, my creativity and knowhow.
My strengths are:





huge creativity,
versatility,
very big experience,
absolute dependability.

These attributes let me operate extremely adaptable, fast and absolutely exactly.
During the past years I provided various companies with tailor-made solutions. From
designing the logo to preparing the draft for the complete corporate identity, as an
employer you can rely on my huge experience as an all-round Dinosaur of ART.
30 ultra productive artist's years distinguish me as a confessed designer, graphic artist,
painter, just as an All-round artist. Your visions and tasks in the matter of design and
creation, how extensive and spectacular these may be, are professionally sketched
and made by me.

You put a task to me - I will solve them - this is my working style.

Realization of visions – Design without limits
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Finest airbrush technology makes every unusual motive realizable.

I sketch your whole advertisement,

your complete corporate identity.
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Airbrush pictures made by the expert. Fantastically
nicely designed vehicles, painted in finest
airbrush technique.

Airbrush pictures done by the expert.
Fantastically nicely designed vehicles,
painted in finest airbrush technique.
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Since 30 years I create XXL-art-paintings in any size, style and technique on any surface.
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Custom painting & vehicles design
Airbrush pictures
done by the expert.
Fantastically nicely
designed vehicles,
in finest airbrush
technique painted.

From the airbrush miniature,
up to full-grown nicely varnished
muscle cars, trucks and trailers,
you find art work of the highest quality.
To an auto enthusiast inalienably, a vehicle in the top airbrush design,
individually created by his own ideas. Hence, your vehicle will be unique.
The finest airbrush technology makes every unusual motive realizable.
With two German master's certificates I’m absolutely in the position to strength your team,
whether as a Freelancer or employee.
In 4 other detailed portfolios I show you with pleasure my other disciplines
in which I can line up also as a full professionalism and master.

I wish you a successful time, a lot of health and luck.
Thanks’ for your attention.

Yours sincerely your Andre Eisele
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4 different main departments form the basic structure of my artistic possibilities.

ObjectDesign
+ Idee,
+ Skratches,
+ Realisation,
+ Production drafts

Any advertising needs, from the logo, website up your complete “CI”.

Mural painting

Mega XXL paintings
In- and outdoor

________

____________________________________________________________

Interior creation, Interior decoration + Murals,
sketched rooms
by the artist.

Designing your rooms with
exclusive mural paintings,
or sketching your complete building project and realizing it.
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Curriculum Vitæ of André Eisele

(CV Reference)

Career Objective: Creative Artist, Graphic Designer, Mural Painter
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Personal Information: Nationality: German  Resident of: Poland  Birth date: 14. 02. 1957
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Professional Experience:
Present: Creative Artist, Graphic Designer, Pop Art Artist in Europe
- Developer of advertising draughts and complete Corporate Identity
- Interior decoration and object design.
Education:
1975: finished High School
1978: End of the three-year-old education as a stone sculptor at the University of Freiburg.
I worked 3 years as a stone sculptor in a cathedral construction hut. In this time I
worked the middle column of a stone well with the final figure from 15ten century.
Career course:
1985: Art director in the amusement park “Fantasyland” near Cologne.
1986: I worked as a free Artist again and worked the next 10 years as a Master in fairground
sign writing.
1994: I founded a family. By now we have 4 children from 10 to 17 years.
1998: I have the craft master's certificate with the registration in the craft role with the
state chamber of trade and am therefore a German craftsman's master in signs and
light advertisement master and auto varnisher master.
1990: I started to work with the computer.
Mainly graphics adumbrations drafts witch I needed to paint the big pictures.
2003: Scenery painter in the film studios Babelsberg GmbH - Art Potsdam/ Berlin.
Till today, I work as a freelance Artist, Graphic Designer, Decorative Painter, Pop Art Artist.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Target Job: Creative work in planning and execution
Job Location: Europe, Australia, Canada, United Arab Emirates
Job Category: Specialist for computer graphic arts, production of commercial arts and
anything all around the advertisement.
Preferential program: Adobe Photoshop CS 6 (14 years experience, Expert)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Employment Type:
Independently for 32 years, Salaried employment possibly
Employment Status: Freelancer or Full time
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Skills:
Level
Years practice
last used
Airbrush Artist
Expert
More than 33 years
1 month
Interior Designer
Expert
More than 12 years
today
Varnisher master
Expert
More than 22 years
6 month
Graphic Designer
Expert
More than 17 years
today
Adobe Photo Shop CS6 Expert
14 years
today
Stone sculptor
Expert
More than 33 years
8 years
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Language:
English and German written and spoken fluently

Eisele Alte Schulstr. 5 D- 34439 Willebadessen +49 (0)176 646 74407 +48 77 4122810 post@airbrush-kuenstler.de Skype: Andreesart facebook.com/ArtDino
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SUMMARY: André Eisele
Position:

Graphic Artist, Designer, Mural Painter, All-round Artist

Date:

Education /
qualifications:

2 advanced sculptor university degrees,
Highest examination degrees for 2 master's certificates

Years of
experience:

36 Years

Industry speciality:

Idea, draught and realization of all tasks

Nationality:

German

Current location/
residence:

Germany (NRW) und Poland (Silesia)

Date of birth:

14.02.1957

Europe, Canada, Australia, UAE, GB . . .

Marital status:

married

Preferred location
of employment:

performance based

Salary base:

Children:

28 August 2012

4 children at the age of: 10, 12, 15, 17 years.

Commencement
availability:

2 month in advance.

Career highlights:

All my artistic works are highlights in their disciplines.
Whether I design trucks which win prices on the show arrangements, or I improve
in appearance of villas with masterpieces of the art like Vincent van Gogh….
or paints film scenery of 2000 m² to 3000 m² or more.

Interview availability:

7 days in advance.

Strengths:

1.) First, you must love your work and you must be able to live a life as an artist, then
everything works perfectly.
Not a real strength but helpfully it is also to be come from an artist's dynasty.
In our family I’m now the sixth generation artist.
2.) A very good comprehensive training completed with very good.
3.) You need experience so much as possible in the most different art disciplines.
4.) You must be disciplined can work reflective.

Personality,
management style:

1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

Enormously creatively
Extremely diligently
Absolutely reliably and exactly
Very loadable
Openly and communicatively

You'll find all information about me, my personally a set of comprehensive resume
with detailed Job Description, portfolios, CV and links to my websites here:

http://www.airbrush-kuenstler.de/skills/artist-skills-e-start.html
Thank you for your attention to see these materials.
I certainly look forward to exploring this further.

Many thanks for your attention.
Yours faithfully André Eisele
André Eisele Alte Schulstr. 5 D- 34439 Willebadessen NRW Germany +49 176 646 74407 +48 77 4122 810 post@airbrush-kuenstler.de

